
tut If 

tiro' day (ok) ana I had some shop in to do to get the stove 
so I've read of what you sent the records before Gesell and the 
. I see usafulnese in both, hence I write after writing the 
bbon. Nothing frori lloch today, by the way. . 

ehis is a pro 
ready for winter, 
Bresson stcrf only 
enclosed to Fiteel 

I think you should seek to amend your reeueot of CIA to include eeistleg 
records of its FOIA requests and compliances, as I indicated earlier when we spoke. 
It has to have lists to oo able to assign numbers and it has to pace the equivalent 
of lista in IPD (Debe's deposition testimony) to enoe what it hao processed and 
disclosed. So the searching time is not much :rid the withholding of the names of 
recoesters is not going to take much time, either. it least file the request 
bemuse the irforeation le eloine to be neceseery whether or not the preecnt Congress 
passes the ACLU/CIA bill. 

The Bresson a ory in FOIA Update is important and can be useful in fee-waiver 
and court matters because its givea an first of the matters of "considerable public 
interest" the OK aseezeinetion when it gives only three by name. 

he is also quoted on saying that to comply with FOIA policy the FBI must 
"ensure the most liberal access." 

I read Gesell's Order to order disclosure of what you requeeted. If you make 
your request promptly and they defer compliance, after you exhaust your remedies 
the new case would go to him in any event. 

end you heve some :potty cogent areueents re the request I suggest weth my 
requests alone. They'll look siripoy terrible to him aal th97'll know it. 

I've skimmed the other enclosures related to your suet. It appear.: tyat aeide 
from the e4LU's and CIA's lists not being identical by case they also differs with 
eeeare to cazes affected. Unless I mieundeestand the ACLU's position appears to be 
that lawsuits filed before the cutoff date will be affeeted. This means, it seccc, 
that the ACLU interprets the elgislation to immunize all operational records, even 
tie-Lae involved in 1975 litigation. Hoc else can they explain the position that 
there are cases affected that the CIA ties not censidee in that ceteeneyT 

It is clear that operational records ore involved in the Allan and both cases, 
Unaffected according to CIA. Yetethey are not in Adler's list "III. FOIA Litiga-
tions Which Hay 6ontain Information in Designated Operational Files and thus Be 
Affected by Rnectment of S. 1324" Unless that bill differo for the eULU's. 

The CIe ban not given you ita list of affected euees. 

The case approach represente defensive thinking. It is in terms of a rich-can's 
bill, being limited to some of those who could afford to file suit or ar-ange it. It 
elieinates moot requsters who filed requests under a law guaranteeing their right to 
know, their access, and they ought not, wider any cereueetaaces, be legislative 
foreclosed. Foorelose the poor only? Who can defend that? Foreclose the tructin4, 
those who took the CIA's word? Who can defend that? Try to make 'em. 

I'll read the other case after I eatch up on other thiggs. Thanks and 
best, 


